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The vast literature on spatial mismatch theory hypothesizes that as jobs suburbanize, racial and ethnic minorities will become spatially and economically disconnected from economic opportunity, leading to adverse outcomes in employment status, poverty status, and related socioeconomic status measures. That spatial mismatch might occur more intensely in the context of urban decline—or “shrinking cities” as they are often called—follows a simple logic. The spatial deconcentration process moves population andjobs away from the core and into suburban, lower-density areas, developing those areas and expanding the footprint of the region. On the whole, the region becomes less dense. In a growing metropolitan region, these newly developed areas might be—at least theoretically—wholly or predominantly accommodating new residents or jobs, rather than simply relocating existing residents from the traditional urban core. However, in a shrinking city, where regional population growth is either slow or negative, relocation of people or jobs to the suburban fringe means a net loss of people and/or jobs from the urban core. For example, from 1970 to 2010,the five-county region that today comprises the Cleveland-Elyria, OH MSA declined in population by approximately 10.5%, but all four of the suburban counties gained population. Those left behind, it logically follows, will face worse job accessibility than would their counterparts in strong market metropolitan regions. Making matters worse, the theory of housing filtering posits that those left behind will have lower incomes than those who left.



Introduction

Does the context of urban decline challenge job 
accessibility for central city residents? 

If so, does this seem to happen because of the 
movement of jobs away from the core without 

regional growth? 
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Background

Non-shrinking Principal Cities 
of MSAs: 17.6% African American
Percent of MSA: 12.7%

Shrinking Principal Cities of 
MSAs: 41.6%. 
Percent of MSA: 15.8%
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The terms “shrinking cities” and “Rust Belt” often appear together, but using these terms interchangeably over-simplifies urban decline. While urban decline is believed to stem most commonly from deindustrialization, it can also be caused by violent conflicts, natural disasters, suburbanization, or economic crisis, all of which affect different segments of the population differently (Rieniets, 2009). While shrinking cities tend to be located in the northeast, tend to have seen their peak decennial Census population ineither 1950 or 1960, tend to have manufacturing histories, and tend to have disproportionately African American populations, still much distinguishes each from the next (Mallach, 2014; Rieniets, 2009). In some MSAs, all counties have declined (e.g., Youngstown, OH-PA), while a few, like Philadelphia, are seeing population growth after a long period of decline. Co-mingling “shrinking cities” and “Rust Belt” also over-simplifies the geography of decline, as shown by this table. Researchers have previously argued that urban decline processes might produce inequitable outcomes for minorities and low-income households. Galster (2012) narrates a process in which metropolitan Detroit has engaged in, effectively, decades-long turf wars, carving out hyper-local identities to bolster self-image while pushing racial and socioeconomic segregation. The effects of urban decline have equity implications not only for racial minorities, but also for low-income households. As those with more residential mobility options departed, those left behind have endured the declining budgets associated with lost local tax revenue and the reality that shrinking the physical footprint of a city or its infrastructure stock presents enormous challenges.All this begs the questions: Does the context of decline impede job accessibility for those living in the Principal Cities? If so, is it likely due to ongoing suburbanization without growth? 



Research 
Limitations

#1: We Know Too Little 
About Job Accessibility 
Via Transit

 Difficulty of estimation

 Limitations of published, public 
databases like the EPA’s Smart 
Location Database
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1. Estimating the time it takes to get places on public transit involves vast amounts of constantly changing data for each MSA, including headways, route changes, stop locations, and other variables. The modeling demands are massive. 2. One published database, the EPA’s Smart Location Database, includes the number of jobs accessible within 45 minutes by transit. However, the sheer number of missing datapoints poses a severe challenge to cross-sectional or national research. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Island_Transit_(Washington)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


We do not know who 
takes transit in any way 
that enables cross-
sectional or national-
scale research.

 In Ohio, about 95% of all Census 
tracts have low reliability data 
for Journey to Work via transit.

 In other words, we can only be 
confident of the percentage of 
workers commuting via transit in 
~5% of all Ohio Census tracts.  
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Research Limitations

#2: We Know Too Little About the Costs of Transportation
Just because a job exists within 45 minutes doesn’t mean everyone can afford to get to it.

Yet, there is not enough publicly-accessible data to estimate Vehicle Miles Traveled in any 
way that enables cross-sectional, national-scale research. 
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The estimates used in HUD’s Location Affordability Index are built, in part, on Illinois odometer data, which is not publicly accessible. Further, many assumptions and estimates must be made about vehicle costs. In most research, travel diaries and intercept surveys are conducted to accommodate the need for data on how much people drive. Even while those data are very expensive to collect, there are very, very few reports in the literature on costs and tradeoffs associated with driving, especially for low-income households. If we can’t estimate the cost of driving, it is harder yet to estimate the percentage of households that cannot afford to drive to work if jobs suburbanize. 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2009-03-20_Red_car_NB_on_S_Lasalle_St_in_Durham.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Research Approach: Question 1

Does the context of 
urban decline 
challenge job 

accessibility for 
central city 
residents? 
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349 MSAs

686 Principal 
Cities

54,130 block 
groups*
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* After dropping 509 due to no data



Regression: Modeling Job Accessibility

 Sample: Block groups within the Principal Cities of MSAs

 EPA’s Smart Location Database: Jobs available within 45 
minutes by car from any given block group. 

 Modeled as a function of:
 Total employment in the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)

 % of the block group’s population that is not White Alone (Census 
data)

 % of workers in the block who are low wage (less than $1250/month)

 Shrinking City status: yes/no (as identified by Ganning & Tighe, 2018)
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This paper uses the SLD destination accessibility database. The SLD was developed in response to research on the relationships between land use, transportation, and affordability. More specifically, the SLD “is a nationwide geographic data resource for measuring location efficiency” (Environmental Protection Agency, 2018a). Location efficiency refers to the idea that households should consider transportation costs in addition to housing costs when making decisions about the affordability of neighborhoods. The SLD is leveraged here for its data regarding the number of jobs accessible to workers living within identified block groups. Yet the SLD provides substantially more data than this, including urban design metrics, employment statistics, counts of housing units and households, and other variables. Unlike HUD’s LAI, the SLD incorporates road networks into its data, ensuring the reflection of impedance in the calculation of accessibility. For the sample of 54,130 block groups used in the first, regression-based analysis, SLD job accessibility is modeled using variables that cut across virtually all job accessibility sub-literatures (Eq. 1): total MSA employment, the percent non-white alone population, and the share of workers that is low wage. The key independent variable SC (a dummy variable denoting a Shrinking City) is added to indicate whether and to what extent, globally, the context of urban decline influences job accessibility. The dependent variable, D5ar, is the SLD’s code meaning “Jobs within 45min auto travel time, time-decay (network travel time) weighted.”



Results: The Context of Decline Lowers Job 
Accessibility by 6.9%, Other Things Constant
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The model is built from a sample of 54,130 block groups. With MSA size, % non-white, and % low wage controlled for, the context of urban decline is found to lower job accessibility for Principal City block groups by 6.9%, or, on average, 7485 jobs. 



Results: Effects of Low Wages
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Note that the effect of living in a block group with a higher proportion of 
low wage workers also shows a large and significant impact on job 
accessibility. 



Research Approach: Question 2
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182,021 block 
groups

Assigned to 
nearest 

Principal City

Principal City 
identified as 
shrinking or 

growing

Job accessibility 
calculated for 

2005, 2010, and 
2015

Does urban decline challenge job accessibility 
because of the movement of jobs away from the 

core without regional growth? 



Research Approach: Question 2
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The spatial processing of files to calculate distance is elaborate. I am happy to address questions, but for the sake of time have omitted that methodology. The data on jobs comes from the Census LEHD-LODES database for each year. 



Results
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The results show that the total number of jobs in block groups closest to Shrinking Principal Cities declined by (at the median) 6.1% between 2005. and 2015, although significant growth is observable following the recession (2010–2015). However, job accessibility from the city’s central point declined 13.5%. Importantly, while the total number of jobs grew post-recession, job accessibility from the core of Shrinking Principal Cities continued to decline, reflecting a marked suburbanization process. In contrast, the total number of jobs in block groups closest toNon-Shrinking Principal Cities increased (at the median) by 5.3%, and this growth was shared withthe central city. Job accessibility from the city’s central point increased by 3.1%, with accessibility gains both before/during (2005–2010) and after (2010–2015) the recession. The results support the hypothesis: jobs are suburbanizing across cities of both types (Shrinking and Non-Shrinking Principal Cities). There continues to be growth/replacement in the core of non-shrinking cities. Yet in shrinking cities, suburbanization of jobs results in disproportionate losses for the core, suggesting full replacement of suburbanizing jobs is not occurring. Over time this would result in lower job accessibility for central city residents, even when the size of the region’s economy is held constant.



Conclusion

“Processes experienced by shrinking cities are not 
merely the mirror images of those manifested in 

growing cities” 

– George Galster, 2017
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In an urban growth context, development that pushes economic activity outward may be necessary to accommodate demand. It is conceivable that such deconcentration could even be done in a fashion that promotes node-based development and strategic polycentricity, helping regions work toward sustainability goals. If the context of decline provided mirror image urban processes, economic activity would retract back toward the core, pulling the urban footprint inward as it grew smaller. Instead, in thecontext of decline, the core suffers an order of magnitude more than does the region. The process itself, let alone its causal mechanisms, are only beginning to be understood by planners, regional scientists, and economists. Yet, the effects of these processes are likely to be felt for generations.For transit agencies in shrinking cities, these results support what they already believe: jobs are moving farther away from city residents. Connecting workers who live in the central city to those jobs is, in fact, an increasing challenge—and one for which increased budgets are not necessarily available.



Thank you!

Ganning, J. (2018). Change versus 
decline: The suburbanization of jobs in 
US shrinking cities. Population Loss: The 
Role of Transportation and Other Issues, 
2, 163.

Questions or comments? 

j.ganning@csuohio.edu

216-687-2221
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